Welcome
Geoline Ltd are a specialist plastic lining company. We operate out of
our head office and workshop in Kilmacthomas, Co. Waterford. The
company has been operating in the environmental, agricultural and civil
engineering industries for over 30 years through the LSW Group of
Companies.
We deal in odour control and dust suppression for landfills, sewage
works, recycling centres, and many industrial sectors. Our presence in
dust suppression and odour control has brought us to work with national
construction companies, city and county councils, and local farmers.

Mobile Atomisers
Mobile atomiser systems are the perfect way to deal with odour
and dust problems indoors and out. The mobile atomiser is
produced as a self-contained unit and fitted with parts including
pressure pump, atomiser, fan casings and electrical controls all
sourced in the UK.
Our trailers are fitted with quality diesel generators, allowing the
unit to be moved to remote areas while still being fully
functional.
The mobile atomiser tank holds 1100 litres allowing the machine
to run from 8-24 hours spraying without refill.

Odour Control Products
Odour problems can be overcome in many ways, with spray
system it is easy to add products to the liquid to break down
odour problems.
We can offer several items:
Neutrador - For neutralising odourous droplets and for dosing
into waste streams
Fragranced Neutrador - Where we have a neutralising effect
and a fragrance to give a fresh smell over any remaining
odours.
Neutralising foam - Where we can spray our foam agent
injected with neutrador. The foam encapsulates the waste or
odourous material allowing the neutrador to work on the
odourous producing material

Dust Suppression
Geoline Ltd are able to offer various
methods of dust control within
several industries. Specialising in the
agricultural and civil engineering
industries we can offer standard
systems or complete bespoke
systems.
We can offer our new range of
bowsers or a simple foam additive
to stop dust rising.

Dust Solutions
Chemical Dust
Fly Products
Chemical Products
Fog Cannons
Petrol/Diesel Sprayers
Static Sprays
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